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Empowering Software Testing Operations of a Renowned
IT Firm

~ACase Study

Client

● A renowned IT firm providing an array of services, including software
development, IT assistance, and comprehensive project management
solutions.

● Based in Australia, spreading its operations and services over six other
global regions.

● Renowned for its expertise, the company offers innovative solutions tailored
to meet clients’ specific needs.

Problem

The client encountered numerous challenges in effectively implementing and
analyzing the overwhelming amount of Jira data frommultiple sources.

● Limited Visibility: The client lacked visibility into their IT projects and
operations, leading to inaccurate assessment of project status, resource
allocation, increased resolution time, and issue tracking.

● Data Overload:With numerous projects, teams, and data points in Jira, the
client couldn’t make sense of this huge pool of information. Complex
insights from Jira data led to inefficient analysis and interpretation.
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● DecisionMaking: The client struggled in identifying bottlenecks, allocating
resources, and prioritizing projects which ultimately led to a less accurate
decision-making process.

● PerformanceMonitoring: The client faced challenges in effectively
monitoring the performance of IT projects and teams without proper tools
and analytics.

Solution

● Data Centralization
Our experts offered a centralized data analytics system to gain a
consolidated view of the ticketing data frommultiple projects and teams.

● Implementing Jira ticketing Power BI dashboard
Our experts integrated Jira data into Power BI, creating a centralized Power
BI dashboard that offered real-time updates on project status, resource
allocation, and issue tracking. This integration ensures that CEOs have a
comprehensive view of their IT projects and operations.

● Data Visualization
Using Power BI's data visualization capabilities, we transformed raw Jira
data into visually appealing charts, graphs, and KPIs. This allowed our client
to make sense of the vast amount of information generated by Jira and
analyze the key insights at a glance.

● Stakeholder Communication
The real-time dashboard provided a visually compelling and easily
shareable format for presenting Jira IT data. The quality assurance and
testing team can share these dashboards with stakeholders, improving
communication and transparency and facilitating informed
decision-making.
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● Real-Time Data Access
By integrating Jira IT dashboards into Power BI, CEOs can access real-time
data on project progress, issue resolution, and team performance. This
enables them to make data-driven decisions, identify bottlenecks, allocate
resources effectively, and prioritize projects based on business objectives.

● PerformanceMonitoring Tools
Utilizing Power BI's capabilities, we implemented performance monitoring
tools that track key metrics such as cycle time, backlog size, and resolution
rates. Visualizing this data on Jira IT dashboards helps identify areas of
improvement and facilitates proactive measures to enhance productivity
and efficiency.

Business Impact

● The centralized data pipeline enabled the testing team to track and
monitor project trajectory more effectively, leading to an 18% increase in
overall efficiency.

● The custom Jira ticketing BI dashboard provided a clear visualization of
issue statuses, resulting in a 15% reduction in time spent on understanding
the distribution of issues and their statuses.

● By utilizing our data analysis solutions, the client experienced a 21%
reduction in the time required to analyze and interpret complex Jira data.

● Our integration of Jira IT dashboards into Power BI enabled the client to
make informed decisions with a 15% increase in accuracy based on
real-time project progress and team performance data.
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● Through the implementation of performance monitoring tools, the client
achieved a 12% improvement in key metrics such as cycle time, backlog
size, and resolution rates.

● The client effectively streamlined stakeholder communication, leading to a
19% increase in stakeholder satisfaction and engagement through visually
compelling dashboards.

Overall, by implementing the Jira ticketing BI dashboard, our client experienced
significant improvements in operational efficiency, decision-making, and issue
resolution. The customizable and scalable nature of the Power BI dashboard
ensured its adaptability to changing business needs, contributing to the
company’s long-term success.
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